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Postcard from Stalinville – where 'dark tourism' turns a blind
eye to history

In his Georgian hometown, Joseph Stalin – a man who was responsible for the
deaths of millions – is still heralded as a hero

By Jamie Fullerton

17 March 2022 • 5:28pm
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Abdullah Alshehri’s three children giggle, bunching close to their retired Royal
Saudi Air Force o@cer father, as the selAe-taking begins. 

Towering behind them, in the small Georgian city of Gori, is a statue of Joseph
Stalin. “They need to know about the quality of military o@cer he was,” says
Alshehri, nodding to the nearby Stalin Museum. Address: 32 Stalin Avenue. 

Alshehri goes on: “I think he killed around… 20 million people? But I’m not looking
at that. I’m looking at the bright part of his personality.” He heads inside to peruse
imperious portraits, superlative descriptions of the dictator’s poetry, and a hall
dedicated to gifts from dignitaries. 

Stalin was born in Gori – population 45,000 – in 1878. After orchestrating deadly
robberies as a young socialist, he rose through the ranks of the Communist Party
before ruling the Soviet Union with an iron Ast from 1922 until his death in 1953.
Millions were exiled and executed on his orders, while millions more starved as a
result of his policy of forced collectivisation. 

Yet in Gori, the dictator retains the status of hometown hero. Beyond the statues and
street names, his portrait peers from restaurant walls throughout the city,
overseeing servings of cutleti: the local meat-and-mash speciality. The Stalin
Museum, which opened in 1957, received 175,000 visitors in 2019 – many of them
backpackers on “dark tourism” trips. 
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The Stalin Museum presents a blinkered version of history CREDIT: Aurelien Foucault

Nevertheless, the lingering Stalin worship has become increasingly uncomfortable
for some Gori residents. A cultural divide, largely between pro-European younger
Georgians and older, pro-Russia generations, was stoked in 2010 when Gori’s largest
Stalin statue was removed from its main square. The move, ordered by Georgia’s
central government, riled loyalists, who still petition for its return. 

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine puts such dictator reverence under even greater
scrutiny. Many in Georgia, which borders Russia to its north, fear that Vladimir
Putin’s immediate territorial ambitions are not conAned to Ukraine. Russia last
invaded Georgia in 2008, annexing two regions. 

Leading the anti-Stalin eborts is Zhana Odiashvili, a 28-year-old Gori-born guide.
Instead of the Stalin Museum, she shows tourists walls peppered with bullet holes
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from the 2008 invasion. As a teenager she eed Gori when incoming Russian soldiers

patrolled near the Stalin statues. 

“I was a victim of the war – I remember this pain,” Odiashvili says. “This matters
most. Not worshipping Stalin.” 

Zhana Odiashvili shows visitors to Gori a different vision of history than the one available in the official museum

CREDIT: Aurelien Foucault

What tourists who purchase a mug from the museum might not realise is just how
sincerely Stalin’s cult of personality is still bought into by many locals. An hour
spent with the Stalin Heritage Society, which meets every Saturday in their shabby
headquarters, where walls are covered with portraits, and maps show the Soviet
Union’s old borders, made that crystal clear. 

Its elderly members reminisce about the free healthcare enjoyed when Georgia, an
independent country since 1991, was in the Soviet Union. They laud Stalin for
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independent country since 1991, was in the Soviet Union. They laud Stalin for

defeating Adolf Hitler’s Germany in the Second World War. “I’m surprised that some
in Gori are against the man who saved the world from Nazis,” says Alexis
Mikelashvili. Aged 54, he is the baby of the group. 

Many Gori citizens were exiled or executed during Stalin’s political purges. “They
were a threat to society,” states group leader Nazi - that’s her real name -
Stepanishvili, waving the fact away with a hand adorned with a ring bearing Stalin’s
face. Another member fervently and falsely claims that the 1932i33 Ukrainian
famine, which saw millions die, didn’t happen. 

Stepanishvili, 79, shows ob her “Stalin room”, stubed with trinkets, amassed
through her lifetime. “He’s in third place: God, family, then Stalin,” she says.
“Nothing could happen in this world that would make me change my mind.”

Nazi Stepanishvili, head of the Stalin Heritage Society, shows an original photograph of Stalin with his mother in her

home of Gori CREDIT: Aurelien Foucault
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home of Gori CREDIT: Aurelien Foucault

Such rigid attitudes, common among Gori’s oldest residents, were often formed in
childhood. Stepanishvili’s generation learned Stalin’s poetry in school and grew up
with statues of him in their homes. Opponents of the Stalin Museum view it as still
presenting similarly uncritical, history-denying stances. 

Stalin’s humble family home, preserved next door to the museum, receives the same
criticism. Paintings depict him hugging children. His incarcerations as a young man
are presented as part of a noble political journey, focused on workers’ rights. 

The house where Stalin was born, in Gori, Georgia CREDIT: Aurelien Foucault

When asked why Stalin’s brutality isn’t shown in his museum, curator Ketevan
Akhobadze gestures to a small cabinet containing photographs of intellectuals killed
by his regime. A room at the end of the museum tour shows information about
purges and gulags, but feels like an afterthought. 
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“There are mixed opinions,” says Akhobadze. “Jewish Poles who came here said they
were saved from Hitler by Stalin.”

There have been campaigns to overhaul the state-run Stalin Museum, to have it
dedicated to his victims rather than serving as his shrine. Lasha Bakradze, director
at the Tbilisi Literature Museum, calls for it to become “a real educational centre…
for knowledge about totalitarian systems.” 

Odiashvili, the Gori guide, has campaigned for Stalin Avenue to be renamed
Freedom Avenue, and supports a new focus for the museum, rather than its closure. 

“Museums must not be shut,” Odiashvili says. “But they must reeect reality.” 

View of one of the exhibition rooms of the Stalin Museum CREDIT: Aurelien Foucault
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The reality of Georgia’s recent relationship with Russia comes into stark focus in the

village of Ergneti, 20 miles north of Gori. More than 100 houses in the village were
torched when Russian troops marched towards Gori in August 2008, with multiple
villagers killed. 

Lia Chlachidze, 69, lives in the last Ergneti house before the border with South
Ossetia: a region Russia claimed from Georgia in 2008, and still occupies. 

For Chlachidze, the Stalin worship still seen in Gori represents misdirection of
attention. In an ebort to pull focus towards more current Georgia-Russia issues she
created a makeshift museum in her basement documenting the 2008 invasion,
featuring toys burned in the destruction. 

“People here live under constant fear,” she says. “I see parallels between us and
Ukraine.” 
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A quiet street of Gori, birthplace of Joseph Stalin CREDIT: Aurelien Foucault

Chlachidze says that like many among Georgia’s 3.7 million population, she worries
that Russia occupying Ukraine could be the catalyst for Putin to renew attempts to
invade Georgia. 

“It’s not the time to have nostalgia of Stalin, and this personality cult,” she says. “We
live in a diberent era. The enemy is in front of us.” 
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West will respond 'in kind' if Moscow uses chemical weapons, warns Joe
Biden

White House ‘Tiger Team’ ready to strike back if Vladimir Putin launches
nuclear war on Nato
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